
WHO SAYS POLITICS DON’T WHO SAYS POLITICS DON’T 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE?MAKE A DIFFERENCE?

Negotiated one concessionary contract, then froze 
increments and Clothing Maintenance Allowances while 
demanding another concessionary contract language that 
CWA refused to agree to.

Passed legislation stripping public workers of their right to 
bargain over health care. Forced workers to pay thousands of 
dollars more annually for health care.  

Slashed the pension payments required by his own law and 
went to court to argue that requiring pension payments is 
unconstitutional. Put NO money in pension in 2014, and 
slashes pension payment in 2015. Eliminated COLA on 
pensions.

Campaigned on pledge to lay off up to 20,000 state 
workers. Cut nearly 20% of state workforce by failing to 
replace workers who left and privatizing core government 
functions. Tried to lay off thousands of workers.

Gave billions in tax revenue to businesses under a corrupt 
Economic Development Authority.

Blocked passage of a millionaires’ tax to fund vital state 
services, not to mention mandated pension payments.

Locked out over 30,000 State Workers during a budget 
battle, using our jobs as leverage to protect Millionaires from 
paying their fair share.

Negotiated two fair contracts in one year, including agreeing 
to pay all retroactive increment raises and committing to 
raises in every year of the contracts.

Bargained a new quality health care plan at lower cost.  
Committed to restoring our legal right to bargain health care.

Made two largest pension payments in state worker history.  
Total in Murphy’s first two budgets is $7 billion—over the 
last 24 years, the previous six Governors contributed $12 
billion.

Praises State Workers who play a vital role in making New 
Jersey work. Passed legislation that helps state workers 
organize in the aftermath of Janus decision.

Fighting to end the corruption that is destroying our state.

Fighting to pass a millionaires’ tax to produce desperately 
needed revenue.

Raised the minimum wage to $15 per hour.

Made strikers eligible for unemployment benefits after 6 
weeks on strike.

Stood with State Workers in June 2019 and refused to allow 
Steve Sweeney and the Legislature to use our jobs as 
leverage - saying NO to a Lock Out!


